electrical testing
Our specialists follow the testing, operating and safety standards (NETA, IEEE, ANSI, and NFPA).
North Sky Engineering’s goal is to ensure that your systems are fully operable at full capacity. If the
systems are found to be inoperable, the technicians have the expertise to fully review the collected
data and provide our clients with the necessary diagnostic solutions and maintenance schedules.
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Testing
equipment
Innovative Solutions
for Complex Projects

North Sky Engineering employs a staff of highly trained field service engineers and technicians, &
is one of the few firms to offer Mobile Diagnostic & Testing. We can provide emergency services,
diagnose the problems, and facilitate outage restoration. In order to remain at the cutting edge of
our industry we are in a continual state of updating and/or replacing the test equipment that we
utilize. The following is a list of the current testing equipment that we have to offer. If you don’t
see what you are seeking on the printed list, please give us a call to inquire after our most current
equipment inventory list.

VON - Cable Thumper

MEGGER MIT520

ETI-PI5000 - High Current Tester

RADIODETECTION - Fault Locater

VANGUARD AUTO-OHM 100

VANGUARD EZCT

AMPROBE DM111 - Power Quality

DOBLE M4100 - Power Factor

HVA60 TAN-DELTA - Cables

DENT ELITE PRO - Data Logger

VANGUARD ATRT03 -TTR

PHENIX BK130 -Aerial Bucket Truck

ULTRA TEV EA TECH - Partial Discharge

MEGGER DIELECTRIC OIL TESTER

MEGGER BITE - Battery Testing

FLUKE TI32 - Thermal Imager

MEGGER DET2/2 - Grounding

DOBLE F6150 - Relay Test Set

About Us:
We are a registered, licensed, electrical engineering firm in Washington, Oregon, and Alaska;
composed of designers, engineers, consultants, planners, schedulers, and technical specialists
offering a broad range of professional services. As a member of the national QUANTA family, our
company is uniquely qualified to assist any major facility, industrial complex, government and/or
private industries solve their most complex and demanding engineering projects. We take pride in
delivering the best product with competitive pricing, seasoned expertise, and innovative design.
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